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Abstract

An analytic thermophysical property model using general function forms is developed for a

reactor safety analysis code, SIMMER-III. The function forms are designed to represent

correct behavior of properties of reactor-core materials over wide temperature ranges,

especially for the thermal conductivity and the viscosity near the critical point. The most

up-to-date and reliable sources for uranium dioxide, mixed-oxide fuel, stainless steel, and

sodium available at present are used to determine parameters in the proposed functions.

This model is also designed to be consistent with a SIMMER-III model on thermodynamic

properties and equations of state for reactor-core materials.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Numerical simulation of postulated severe-accident sequences in liquid-metal fast reactors

(LMFRs) requires ther mo dynamic properties of reactor-core materials such as fuel, steel, and

coolant over wide temperature and pressure ranges. Especially, an accident analysis code like

SIMMER-III (Kondo et al., 1992) requires the properties up to the critical point to complete an

equation-of-state (EOS) model. In a series of two studies (Morita and Fischer, 1998; Morita

et al., 1998), the thermodynamic properties and equations of state for the basic reactor-core

materials have been successfully developed as a standard data basis for the fast reactor safety

analysis. First, an improved analytic EOS model using flexible thermodynamic functions was

newly developed for a multiphase, multicomponent fluid-dynamics code for LMFR safety

analysis. This EOS model is designed to have adequate accuracy at high temperature and high

pressure and to consistently satisfy basic thermodynamic relationships over a wide temperature

range without deterioration of the computing efficiency. Second, thermodynamic properties

of reactor-core materials were evaluated for the analytic EOS model, based on the new

compilation of the most up-to-date and reliable sources. These EOS data completely satisfy

the basic thermodynamic relationships among the EOS variables over the entire temperature

ranges.

In this report, a complete set of analytical functions to calculate thermophysical properties is

developed for use in the SIMMER-III code. This is called the analytic thermophysical

property (TPP) model that provides thermal conductivity, viscosity, binary diffusion coefficient,

surface tension, heat capacity, and mechanical and adiabatic properties with SIMMER-III

models. The forms of the functions are not only taken from general formulas such as

empirical equations and theoretical equations, but also newly designed to represent the

dependency on major physical variables. For the thermal conductivity and viscosity,

especially of sodium, improved formulation is newly proposed to represent the correct behavior

of properties near the critical point. For fuel and steel, which have so high critical

temperatures, properties in their vicinity should not become important in the reactor safety

analysis. Therefore, a simple function model using polynomial and empirical equations as

well as a model based on the kinetic theory of gases is also prepared to calculate the thermal

conductivity and viscosity. Parameters in the proposed thermophysical functions are

determined using most up-to-date and reliable sources for uranium dioxide, mixed-oxide fuel,

stainless steel, and sodium. The present model can be used for the reactor safety analysis

consistently with the previous studies on the thermodynamic properties and equation of state.

1
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Chapter 2. Analytic TPP model

2.1. Solid thermal conductivity

The thermal conductivity is given for the structure components and solid particles in the

liquid fields. The function for the structure thermal conductivity is expressed as a function of

temperature:

v- — n l " 2 ' M i KJJ.M I „ "-p , n f 2 / 1 N

^Sm ~" "KSI.M T ry ^ rj, % ^ "KS4,MiSni "•" "KS5,M 1 Sm J U J

where aKsi.M. GKS2,M>
 aKS3.M, aKS4.M. and aKSSM are fitting constants. This function is

applied over the whole solid temperature range. The same function as the structure is used for

a solid particle component as well.

The thermal conductivity of solid fuel decreases with increasing porosity. Harding et al.

(1989) proposed that the following formula be used to correct for this porosity effect over a

range of porosity of practical interest:

where eSm is the fractional porosity of solid fuel and ;cjm is the corresponding thermal

conductivity. Equation (2) is employed to take into account the porosity effect on the thermal

conductivity of solid fuel.

2.2. Thermal conductivity and viscosity of liquid and vapor phases

2.2.1. Simple function model

The simple function model to calculate liquid properties uses a quadratic equation for the

thermal conductivity, and the Andrade equation for the viscosity. The expression for the

thermal conductivity is

where ^KLI.M.
 aKL2,M' a n d aKL3,M a r e fitting constants. For the viscosity,

J^), (4)

where 6MLI.M
 a n ^ ^ML2,M

 c a n be fit or taken directly from the available database. Constant

values of the properties at the critical point are simply used in the temperature range above the

critical point.

- 2 -



If properties of a vapor component are known by experimental data or other reliable sources,

simple functions can be used as a function of temperature. The formula for the thermal

conductivity is taken from the empirical equation of fuel thermal conductivity (Frurip and Fink,

1982), and a quadratic equation is used for the viscosity. The expression for the thermal

conductivity is

KCm = exp(aK G I i M + ̂ t + aKG3MTG + aKG4MTG
2 + aKG5MTc

3), (5)
• 'G

where aKG1,M, aKG2,M> QKG3,M,
 aKG4,M. and aKGSiM are fitting constants. For the viscosity,

where bMOiM, ^MG2,M» and bUG3M are fitting constants. An upper limit of the vapor

temperature range allowed in Eqs. (5) and (6) is specified by an input maximum vapor

temperature, TGmmM, which determines maximum values of the properties.

2.2.2. Extended function model

The extended function model for the calculation of liquid and vapor properties uses formulas

consistent in the vicinity of the critical point and treats dependence of vapor properties on

density and temperature (Appendix A). The formulas give the correct behavior of the

properties, that is, the increase of the vapor viscosity and thermal conductivity due to increased

density near the critical point. For the liquid properties, the simple analytical functions are

replaced near the critical point with an additional equation so as to represent an infinite slope

and a value consistent with the vapor phase at the critical point. The proposed formula for the

liquid thermal conductivity is

K -a +a T +a T 2 T, < ac, „ X X .. (7a)
Lm K.L1.M K.LAM 1-m fwL-J,JVl Lin ' ^>>l J L - I . I V I \_i L,IVI > \ s

/rj-i r-p \ I / 2 • ~ cp T \~

Lm Crt.M KL5.M ^ Crt,M Lm' KL6.M ^ Cr(,M Lm' '

flSL4,M-'Crl.M < •'Lm - ^Crt.M >

Lm Cn,M > Lm Crt, M > k ' W

where aK U ,M l % L 2 . M . CKL3,M, GKL4.M- ^KLS.M. and aKL6iM are fitting constants. For the liquid

viscosity,

(b \
~r; > -"Lm - °ML3.M-'Cn.M. K62-)

(8b)

- 3 -
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^ML3.M^Crt,M < ^Lni - ^Crt.M .

A^Lin = / ^ C r l . M . ' * Lm > •'iCrt.M > (8c)

where bML1M, bML2M> 6ML3M, 6ML4iM, and V S . M are fitting constants.

For the vapor phase, the properties are assumed to depend on the density and the temperature

and are calculated by a simple power function up to the critical temperature and a constant

values beyond it. The value above the critical temperature is made consistent with the liquid-

side equations at the critical point. The formula for the vapor thermal conductivity is

£ D f\ ^ (9a)
Cn.M

Ta ^

= ^Crt.M. . ^G > ^Cn.M. ( 9 b )

°where nfM is a fitting constant, and K°m refers to-the thermal conductivity of the dilute gas and

is expressed by a linear equation as a function of temperature:

where #KGliM and ®KG2,M are fitting constants. For the viscosity,

^ \ ™, (Ha)

^G ^ Tcn.M, and

Tc>TCnM, (lib)

where /iQm refers to the viscosity of the dilute gas and is also expressed by a linear equation as

a function of temperature:

/^Gm = &MG1.M + 6 M G 2 , M 7 G '

where &MGI.M
 a nd ^MGLM

 a r e fitting constants.

2.2.3. Theoretical model

In the theoretical model, the vapor properties can be calculated using the Chapman-Enskog

kinetic theory of gases and the Lennard-Jones model for the potential energy of interaction

(Bird et al., 1960; Chawla et a l , 1981; Reid et al., 1988). The viscosity is given by

_ 4 -
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f i G m = 2 . 6 9 9 3 x l O - 6 y
 2

MG , ( 1 3 )
M k,m

where aM is the Lennard-Jones collision diameter in angstrom units and the parameter, -f\m,

is called collision integral as a function of the vapor temperature. An empirical equation for

•£\m was proposed by Neufeld et al. (1972):

(14)

where T* = kBTc/£M, A = 1.16145, 5 = 0.14874, C = 0.52487, D = 0.77320, E=2.16178,

and F = 2.43787, and kB is Boltzmann's constant. Equation (14) is applicable from 0.3 <

T * < 100 with an average deviation of only 0.064 %. In SIMMER-III, the Lennard-Jones

parameters, <7M and £u/kB, are treated as input constants of material M.

For monatomic gases, the thermal conductivity is given by

where cv_Gm, is the vapor heat capacity at constant volume, and is calculated by the EOS

function. For polyatomic gases, with the use of a modified Eucken correction, the thermal

conductivity is given by

KrOm=(1.32c¥iGin+1.77/2M)^Gm. (16)

where Rm is the gas constant.

2.2.4. Vapor mixture properties

To calculate the exchange functions involving the vapor field, the average thermal

conductivity and viscosity of the vapor mixture are required. Chawla et al. (1981) used the

following semi-empirical formulas of Wilke (1950) for the properties of a vapor mixture:

MCGMI „ , ,

MCGMl „ „
X;KGi0" h T M 1 . . (is)

where MCGMl is the number of vapor components in the mixture,

- 5 -
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ri/2 • (19)

X,- is the mole fraction of a component / in the mixture, and is related to the specific volume,

vGi, through the relation

1

X: MCGM1CUMJ 1

E —
(20)

2.3. Binary diffusion coefficient

The diffusion coefficient for a binary system is calculated from the Chapman-Enskog theory

assuming the potential between the molecules is represented by the Lennard-Jones type (Reid et

al., 1988). The binary diffusion coefficient for species i andy is expressed as

(21)

where is n the number density of molecules in the mixture, ov is the Lennard-Jones collision

diameter for diffusion in angstrom units, fD is a correction factor close to unity, and QD is the

collision integral for diffusion as a function of the vapor temperature. An empirical equation

for £lQ was proposed by Neufeld et al. (1972):

Q.D = [A(T*TB] + C[exp(-DT*)] + £[exp(-/T*)] + G[exp(-HT*)), (22)

where T* = kJQje.., A = 1.06036, B = 0.15610, C = 0.19300, D = 0.47635, E = 1.03587, F

= 1,52996, G = 1.76474, and H = 3.89411. The values of £i} and oVl are obtained by

combining the Lennard-Jones parameters of species / and) empirically:

1_

~1
(23)

vl/2

We use the following simplified expression of Eq. (21) assuming that fD is chosen as unity

and n is expressed by the ideal gas law:

- 6 -
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T,3/2
G

Z),, =2.66x10 -2
rM(GO "Mtr.i\ I • (2j)

The diffusion coefficient in muiticomponent gas systems is simply defined by an effective

binary diffusivity Dim for the diffusion of i in a mixture (Bird et al., 1960). We use the

following formula for Dlm expressed as the effective diffusion coefficient of i with respect to a

muiticomponent mixture of stagnant gases (Wilke, 1950):

V1

(26)

2.4. Specific heat at constant pressure

The liquid heat capacity at constant pressure can be evaluated using EOS functions based on

thermodynamic relationships. However, it'was found that this poorly reproduces the sodium

heat capacity in the temperature range where the experimental data are well developed. This is

due to simplification assumed in the modified Redlich-Kwong (MRK) equation, extended to a

reacting system by Morita and Fischer (1998), although this equation provides an improved

description of thermodynamic states of sodium vapor, which cannot be obtained by the MRK

equation for a single component. The liquid heat capacity at constant pressure is used to

calculate Prandtl number in Nusselt number correlations and hence it is not necessary for a TPP

function to consistently satisfy thermodynamic relationships among state variables. We use

the following polynomial function form to fit liquid heat capacity data:

p.Lm LmT\ (27)

where

/(*7Lm ) = dCU,U 0- ~ 1 L J + dcLIM (1 - ^ )3 / 2 + ̂ CL3,M 0 -TILJ2

+^CL4,M ( 1 " rjLm f + dCL5M (1 - r,Lm Y + dCL6M (1 - T/Lm ) 5 , (28)

T
and L̂m =

 T
 m • An upper limit of liquid heat capacity is specified by an input parameter,

•'Crt.M

c
PLmax.M, of which default value is 104 J kg"1 K"1.

The vapor heat capacity at constant pressure is evaluated using the thermodynamic

relationship:
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T -rum

c -r - ' "c"' (?Q\

An upper limit of vapor heat capacity is specified by an input parameter, cpGmixMl of which

default value is 104 J kg"1 K"1. The values of % M , % M , and \ ^ A are

obtained from the EOS functions. The heat capacity of the vapor mixture is defined by the

derivative of the specific internal energy of the vapor mixture with respect to the vapor

temperature:

MCGMl

E«, m'-p,Gm

Cp,G ~ MCGMl * (30)

fvG
l_j Gm

2.5. Surface tension

Since the interface between liquid and gas phase disappears at the critical temperature, the

surface tension of liquid is reduced to zero at the critical temperature and decreases with

increasing temperature. The general form of the surface tension is given by the van der Waals

equation:

— r
T

where cSLiM and cSL2_M are fitting constants. The minimum value of the surface tension can

be specified by an input parameter cSL3iM to avoid numerical difficulties. Equation (31) is fit to

the data of surface tension when in contact with a third gas or vapor phase. The surface

tension of between two immiscible liquid phases Lm andLm' is calculated by

CWnr = ^Lm + ^ ' -2(crLmcTLn,)1/2. (32)

Although this relation is strictly appropriate to nonpolar materials, Eq. (32) is usually a good

approximation for the case where either Lm andLm' is nonpolar (Carey, 1992).

2.6. Mechanical and adiabaticproperties

Solving the following thermodynamic relationships for the volumetric thermal expansion

coefficient ccpLm and the isothermal compressibility /5TXm,

8 -
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v.Lm p.Lm (33)

ar,Lm ap.Lm
+ •

'v.Lm

^T.Lm (Thm •ap.Lm

•^T.Lm

dvLm

'Lm
-T.Lm

-'T.Lm -v.Lm

• , and

we obtain the following expressions for cc Lm and

'p.Lm , and

^Lni L

"p.Lm
^Lm •'Lm

(34)

(35)

(36)

(37)

For the adiabatic compressibility /3SLm and the speed of sound VSXm, using the following

well-known thermodynamic relationships,

Cv.Lm ~ "7 Cp,Lmi

P
7
P T.LITI

(38)

vS.Lm

we can write

Ps.Lm

[Lm

(39)

- 1 k and

- 1

(40)

(41)

For these liquid properties along the saturation curve, Eqs. (36), (37), (40), and (41) can be

calculated using the EOS functions developed in our previous study (Morita and Fischer,

1998).

For vapor phase, the volumetric thermal expansion coefficient apiCm, the isothermal

- 9 -
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compressibility ySTiOm, and the adiabatic compressibility /3SGin are expressed by

(42)

f V1

A,Gm=&,Gm — • (44)
p.Gm

These are also calculated using the EOS functions with the MRK equations for vapor phase.

- 1 0 -
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Chapter 3. Properties of reactor materials

3.1. Solid thermal conductivity

A. Fuel

For solid mixed oxide fuel, (U0_8Pu0_2)OLi)S, with 95 % TD, Philipponneau (1992) obtained

the following empirical correlation:

3— + 76.38xlO"I2r3, 5 0 0 K < r < T , (45)
2.885xl0"4r m K J

where K is in W m"1 K"1 and T is in K. The thermal conductivity of fully dense solid

(Uo gPu0 2)O19g is evaluated using Eq. (2) with the value of fractional porosity, 0.05.

For fully dense solid UO2, Fink and Petri (1997) recommended the following equation of

Harding and Martin (1989), which was derived for the temperature range of 773 K to the

melting point, 3120 K:

1 4.715x10° ( 1636H
-7— + : exp

( 1636H
7 + : e x p , (46)

0.0375 + 2.165 xlO"4 T T2 [ T )

where K is inWm"' K"1 and T is in K. Fink and Petri stated that this equation is in good

agreement with other ones that fit the experimental data below 773 K.

B. Stainless steel

Harding et al. (1989) recommended the following correlation for the thermal conductivity of

type 316 stainless steel in solid state below their recommended solidus temperature (= 1683 K):

K = 9.735 + 0.1434x 10"'T , (47)

where K is in W m~' K"1 and T is in K. This equation is used over the whole solid

temperature range.

3.2. Liquid thermal conductivity

A. Fuel

No thermal conductivity data have been reported for molten mixed oxide fuel. For liquid

UO2, only four measurements are available. Kim et al. (1977) used a modulated electron

beam technique to measure the thermal diffusiviry of molten UO, clad in tungsten in the

temperature range of 3187 to 3310 K. Their recommended value for the thermal conductivity

at the melting point is 11 W m"1 K"1. Otter and Damien (1984) measured the thermal

- 1 1 -
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diffusivity of molten UO2 contained in tungsten using a laser flash method in the temperature

range of 3133 to 3273 K.. Their reported value for the thermal conductivity is 8.5 W rrf1 K"1.

Tasman et al. (1983) obtained the thermal conductivity of molten UO2 just above its melting

point from a quasi-stationary method on a partially molten, self-contained sample. They

obtained 2.2±1.0 W m~! K"1 from determination of the depth of a molten layer of a UO2

cylinder. Fink and Leibowitz (1985) performed an analysis of the above three measurements

of the thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity of molten UO2 using a transient heat transfer

code. They found a much smaller range of values for thermal conductivity than originally

reported: the original values ranged from 2.4 to 11 W rrf1 K"1 with a mean of 7.3 W/rn/K,

whereas the recalculated values ranged from 4.5 to 6.75 W uf1 K"1 with a mean value of 5.6

WnT1 K"1. Tasman (1989) performed a measurement of the thermal conductivity of liquid

UO2 using a rapid 2D temperature-scanning device and included unsteady transport in the 2D

finite-element-method analysis, confirming his previous measurements (Tasman et al., 1983).

According to Ronchi et al. (1993), Tasman obtained an average thermal conductivity of 2.5 ± 1

W rrf1 K"1 just above the melting point, which is lower than the solid conductivity at the

melting point. Tasman also suggested that the discrepancy with the results of other authors,

obtained on molten UO2 contained in tungsten capsules, is due to the dissolution of tungsten in

UO2 samples at the melting point of the latter.

Recently, Fink and Petri (1997) recommended the thermal conductivity of liquid UO2 in the

range of 2.5 to 3.6 W m"1 K"1, based on a detailed review of the above limited data. The

lower limit is the new value reported by Tasman (1988) and the upper limit is consistent with

the lower value obtained from the experiment by Kim et al. (1977) with the optically thick

radiative contribution subtracted. Here, a mean value of the range recommended by Fink and

Petri (1997) is used:

K =3.15Wm"1K"1. (48)

For the thermal conductivity of liquid fuel, we use the simple function model and the above

value is used over the whole liquid temperature range.

B. Stainless steel

For the type 316 stainless steel in liquid state, Harding et al. (1989) recommended the

following correlation:

K = 10.981 + 3.214xl0~3r, Tm<T< 2073 K, (49)

where K is in W m"1 K"1 and T is in K. For the thermal conductivity of liquid stainless steel,

we use the simple function model and this equation is used over the whole liquid temperature

range.

- 1 2 -
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C. Sodium

For the calculation of the thermal conductivity of liquid sodium, Fink and Leibowitz (1996)

recommended the following equation

K = 124.67 - 0.113817 + 5.5226 x 10~5r2 -1.1842 x 10"8r3, (50)

where A; is in Win"' K"1 and T is in K. This equation is a least squares fit to data obtained

from measurements in the temperature range 371-1500 K and is consistent with the thermal

conductivity of the vapor at the critical point. They used the value of 0.052 Wm"'K"' at the

critical point, which was obtained from extrapolation of the values for the thermal conductivity

of sodium vapor recommended by Vargaftik and Yargin (1985) in their review of experimental

data and calculations of transport processes for alkali-metal vapors. It is noted that this critical

value is significantly lower than the other evaluations, 1.8 Wirfl K"1 by Bystrov et al. (1990)

and 5 Win"1 K"1 byThurnay (1981).

The thermal conductivity of liquid sodium is calculated using the extended function model.

Equation (7a) is fitted to the values calculated by Eq. (50) from the melting point to 2500 K,

and then Eqs. (8a) and (8b) are connected at 2000 K. The value of 5.16 Wirf1 K"1 is used as

the thermal conductivity at the critical point, which is evaluated from the Wiedemann-Franz-

Lorentz law formerly used by Fink and Leibowitz (1982), instead of their new recommendation

in 1996. This is because the value of 0.052 Wirf1 K"1 is inconsistent with the fact that the

vapor thermal conductivity increases near the critical point, and is too low to reasonably fit the

extended function, Eq. (9a), to sodium vapor. In Fig. 1, the thermal conductivity of liquid

sodium calculated by the extended function model is shown, together with the recommendation

by Fink and Leibowitz (1996).

3.3. Liquid viscosity

A. Fuel

No viscosity measurement has been reported for molten mixed oxide fuels. For liquid UO2,

Fink andPetri (1997) recommended Woodley's results (1974) represented by the relation:

fj. = 0.988 x l O - 3 e x P p ^ l 3143 < T< 3303 K. (51)

where # is in Pa s and T is in K. For the liquid fuel viscosity, we use the simple function

model and hence the parameters in Eq. (4) are taken directly from Eq. (51).

B. Stainless steel

No viscosity measurements have been reported for the liquid stainless steel of type 316.

- 1 3 -
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According to Bober et al. (1983), the viscosity of liquid stainless steel of type 1.4970 is

expressed by

5 f 1 ' (52)
T J

where ju is in Pa s and T is in K. For stainless steel, we use the simple function model and

this equation is directly used over the whole liquid temperature range.

C. Sodium

Fink and Leibowitz (1996) recommended the following equation by Shpil'rain et al. (1965)

to calculate the viscosity of liquid sodium for the temperature range 371 to 2500 K:

lnu = -6.4406 - 0.39581n7 + 5 5 6 " 8 3 5 (53)
T

where ju is in Pa s and T is in K. Fink and Leibowitz also recommended the critical value of

the sodium viscosity by Bystrov et al. (1990):

/iCrt = 5 . 8 x l 0 ~ 5 P a s .

The viscosity of liquid sodium is calculated using the extended function model. Equation (8a)

is fitted to the values calculated by Eq. (53) from the melting point to 2500 K and Eqs. (8a) and

(8b) are connected at 2000 K. In Fig. 2, the viscosity of liquid sodium calculated by the

extended function model is shown, together with the recommendation by Fink and Leibowitz.

3.4. Vapor properties

A. Fuel

No thermal conductivity data have been reported for mixed oxide fuel vapor. Frurip and

Fink (1982) theoretically evaluated the thermal conductivity of a saturated vapor of UOL9g over

the temperature range 3000 - 6000 K and recommended the following empirical equation:

( b 2 rj,^ , < / n

K = exp a-\ VcT + al +el , (M)
V T J

where K is in cal cm"1 s"1 K"\ a =268.90, b = - 3.1919 X 105, c = - 8.9673 X 10"2, d =

1.2861 X10"5, and e- - 6.7917 X 10"10. For the thermal conductivity of fuel vapor, we use

the simple analytical function and hence the parameters in Eq. (5) are taken directly from Eq.

(54).

The vapor viscosity is calculated by the theoretical model using the following Leonard-Jones
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parameters (Frurip and Fink, 1982):

£M/kB =5694 K, and

crM = 4.03 A.

B. Stainless steel

No thermal conductivity and viscosity measurements have been reported for steel vapor.

Chawla et al. (1981) calculated the thermal conductivity based on the Chapman-Enskog kinetic

theory using the heat capacity which includes the effect of electric excitation by considering iron

as the dominant component. They suggested that the contribution of electric excitation to the

thermal conductivity, though small at low temperature, should become significant in a high

temperature range as well as the heat capacity. In the EOS model, however, the modified

Redlich-Kwong EOS cannot describe the contribution of electronic excitation to the steel vapor.

Therefore, we employ values of the thermal conductivity calculated by Chawla et al. (1981),

which were obtained by considering steel as a monatomic vapor, to fit Eq. (5) for the simple

function model.

The vapor viscosity is calculated by the theoretical model using the following Leonard-Jones

parameters (Chawla et al., 1981):

£M/kB = 3264K, and

crM= 2.414 A.

C. Sodium

The thermal conductivity and viscosity of sodium vapor are calculated using the extended

function model. The reference values as dilute gas are taken from the data of saturated sodium

vapor from 700 K to 1500 K recommended by Vargaftik and Yargin (1985), and hence Eqs.

(10) and (12) are fitted to their data. For the value of niM, we apply nfM ~ 1 which gives

better consistency with the evaluation of the sodium thermal conductivity by Thurnay (1989).

The thermal conductivity and viscosity of sodium vapor calculated by the extended function

model are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively, together with the data evaluated by Vargaftik

and Yargin (1985).

The Leonard-Jones parameters are required to calculate the binary diffusion coefficient.

For <7M> we employ an average interaction distance of sodium atom (Iida and Guthrie, 1993),

which is consistent with the value used by Grosse (1965) who calculated the sodium-vapor

viscosity based on an ideal gas equation:

aM = 3.46 A.

- 1 5 -
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The Leonard-Jones parameter £M is unknown and hence is estimated by means of the

following empirical relation (Bird etal., I960):

eJkB=1.92Ta, (55)

where Tm is the sodium melting point. The resultant value is

eJkB =712K.

3.5. Surface tension

A. Fuel

The surface tension of liquid mixed oxide fuel is not known experimentally. For the

surface tension of liquid UO2, Fink and Petri (1997) recommended results of a critical review

by Hall et al. (1987). The recommended surface tension of liquid UO, at the melting point is

an average of several measurements with a temperature dependence estimated for the

temperature range 3120 - 3225 K:

CT = 0.513-0.19 xlO'3(:T-3120-), (56)

where a is in J m~2 and T is in K. This equation is also recommended in the assessment by

Harding et al (1989). The parameters in Eq. (31) are determined to give the same values of

surface tension and the temperature coefficient (see Eq. (62)). with Eq. (56) at the melting point

ofUO2. The resultant equation is

where a is in J m~2 and T is in K, and 7^, is the critical temperature of UO2 and mixed oxide

(= 10600 K). The is used for both UO2 and mixed oxide.

B. Stainless steel

The surface tension of type 316 stainless steel in liquid state is not known experimentally.

Nikolopoulous and Schulz (1979) obtained the following linear relationship for the surface

tension of type 1.4970 stainless steel:

a = 1.19-0.57xl0-3(7-1690), 1690 K < T< 1930 K, (58)

where a is in J m~2 and 7 is in K. This relationship was determined by melting cylindrical

samples of type 1.4970 stainless steel on substrate material UO2. An alternative measurement

was performed by Ahmad and Murr (1976) in hydrogen atmosphere for type 304 stainless steel

and on A12O3 as substrate material. They obtained

- 1 6 -
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a = 1.172-8.24xl0-3Cr-1748), 1748 K < T< 1773 K, (59)

where a is in J m"2 and T is in K. It is noted that the values calculated by both relationships

agrees well at the liquidus temperature of type 316 stainless steel (= 1753 K), but the

temperature coefficient differs by more than an order of magnitude. In addition, the

temperature coefficients in Eqs. (58) and (59) seem to be too negative because Eqs. (58) and

(59) become zero at 1890 K and 3778 K, respectively, which are too low as compared with the

critical temperature of stainless steel (= 9600 K). These facts suggest that there is still large

uncertainty in the surface tension of stainless steel in the high temperature region.

A well-known approximation between surface tension and temperature is give by Eotvo's'

law, which is expressed in the form (Allen, 1972; lida and Guthrie, 1993)

<r<*-T>. (60)

where/: is approximately equal to 6.4X 10"8 (J K"1 moF2/3) for liquid metals (Grosse, 1962).

By differencing Eq. (60) with respect to temperature, the temperature coefficient of surface

tension is

dT TCa-T

\2(TCr1-T)dv, }

{ 3 dT ) '

Using known properties of type 316 stainless steel (Morita et al., 1998), the values of surface

tension and temperature coefficient are calculated at its liquidus temperature:

o-Liq = 1.265 Jra"2, and

dcr
-2 V-l= - 0.238 X10"3 Jm'

One should note that the above value of surface tension calculated through the use of Eo'tvos'

law shows good agreement with the experimental data for stainless steel (Nikolopoulous and

Schulz, 1979; Ahmad and Murr, 1976), and the temperature coefficient is also within the

uncertainty of experimental values for liquid iron (Allen, 1972).

Equation (60) is a better approximation of the temperature coefficient near the melting point,

and the van der Waals equation (31) gives a more realistic surface tension relation near TCn

(Allen, 1985). The temperature coefficient from Eq. (31) is expressed by

U J Lm iCrt,M 1 Lm

Comparison of Eqs. (61) and (62) results in

- 1 7 -
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This yields cSL2_M = 1.48 for type 316 stainless steel at its liquidus temperature. Consequently,

for the stainless steel the surface tension and its temperature coefficient at the liquidus

temperature calculated by Eotvos' law are used to determine the fitting constants in the van der

Waals equation (31). The resultant equation is

( \ 1.477

a = 1.704 1 - — , (64)
T

where o is in J m~2 and T is in K , and TCn is the critical temperature of stainless steel.

An equilibrium balance of the surface forces between solid and liquid with the contact angle

8 can be expressed by the Young equation:

crs=crSL + <7Lcose, (65)

where c L is the surface tension of the liquid, <JS is the surface tension of the solid, and <rSL is

the interfacial tension between the two. For the UO2-stainless steel system, Niicolopoulous

and Schulz (1979) measured the contact angle and the surface tension of type 1.4970 stainless

steel, which is given by Eq. (58). Using the known surface tension of solid UO2 (see Eq.

(67)), they determined the interfacial tension between UO2 and type 1.4970 stainless steel:

o-SL = 1.57 - 2.01 xlO"3 (7/ -1690), (66)

where crSL is in J m~2 and T is in K. Eq. (66) yields a contact angle 8 = 124° at the steel

melting point, and 6 = 0° (perfect wetting) at 2515 K. It is noted that this is consistent with

the examination on the wetting and capillary properties of molten steel in contact with solid

oxide fuel (Ostensen et al, 1977), that is, the molten stainless steel does not wet oxide fuel

except at very high temperatures.

Now, we apply Eq. (64) to Eq. (65) for theUO2-stainless steel system. Nikolopoulous et

al. (1977) experimentally determined the following linear temperature function for the surface

energy of UO2:

(js =1507.0-0.34577, 0 K < T < 3 0 7 3 K , (67)

where <JS is in erg cm"2 and T is in K. Hall et al. (1987) reviewed measurements of the

surface energy of UO2 and gave the following correlation as a mean line with error of ±70%:

crs = 0.85-1.4 x l O ^ T , 273 K < T< 3120 K, (68)

where <7S is in J m"2 and T is in K. Equations (67) and (68) yield 0.43 J m"2 and 0.45 J rrf2
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at the melting point, respectively. However, it seems unreasonable to accept that the surface

tension increases at the melting transition. Eberhart (1968) estimated the surface tension of

solid UO2 at the melting point from the surface tension of liquid UO, using the relation derived

for metal, that is, <JS = 1.1 oL. Therefore, in consideration of the uncertainty in Eqs. (67) and

(68), we assume 0.56 J m~2 for the surface tension of solid UO2 at the melting point, which is

calculated using Eq. (56), and then fit the experimental data of the surface tension of solid UO2

by Nikolopoulous et al. (1977) using the lease squares method:

cr s=0.56-2.3xl0~ 4 ( r -3120) , (69)

where os is in J rrf2 and T is in K. This gives good agreement with the surface energy of the

relaxed UO2 surface for low temperature range (-300 °C) suggested by Matzke et al. (1980),

which would be in the range of 1.2±0.3 J rrf2. Substituting Eqs. (64) and (69) into Eq. (65)

and using the experimental data of the contact angle between UO2 and type 1.4970 stainless

steel (Nikolopoulous and Schulz, 1979), we can determine the interfacial tension between UO2

and stainless steel. The least squares fitted line is given by

oSL -1.60 -1.99 x l(r(2" -1690), (70)

where cSL is in J m~2 and T is in K. This indicates the very good agreement with Eq. (66),

and hence means that Eqs. (64) and (69), which seem to be physically reasonable, are

consistent with available data of surface tensions in the UO2-stainless steel system. Figure 3

shows the present results on the surface forces between solid and liquid in the UO2-stainless

steel system.

r* . Sodium

Fink andLeibowitz (1996) recommended the values for the surface tension of liquid sodium

calculated for the following equation:

( N 1.126

o-= 0.2405 1 - — • (71)
I Ten)

where a is in J m"2 and T is in K andTCn is the critical temperature of sodium (= 2503.7 K).

This is based on the van der Walls equation given by Goldman (1984), but the parameters in

his equation were adjusted consistently with the critical temperatures, 2503.7 K. The

constants in Eq. (71) are directly used for Eq. (31).

• 1 9 -
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3.6. Liquid heat capacity at constant pressure

A. Fuel

The heat capacity of molten UO2 has been measured by Ronchi et al. (1993) in the

temperature range from the melting point to 8000 K. They fit their data for the entire

temperature range to the equation:

. „ l . l x l O 7 f l5500±1000^ l.OxlO12 ( 35500±4000^ , x

gp=277+ ^ exp^ j+ T2 exp^ J, (72)

where cp is in J kg K"1 and T is in K. Recently, Fink andPetri (1997) reviewed the heat

capacity data measured by Ronchi et al. (1993) and other enthalpy data available, and

recommended the following equation for the heat capacity of liquid UO2:

C > = - 0 . 3 1 1 8 2 +
 4 - 9 2 ' r \ X l 0 . (73)

where cp is in J kg K"1 and T is in K. It is noted that this data fit was limited to the

temperature range 3120 to 45001C, and it gives us more accurate heat capacity of liquid UO2

below 4500 K. However, we employ Eq. (72) to fit Eq. (27)for both UO2 and mixed oxide

because higher temperature range is needed for fast reactor safety analysis and deviations of Eq.

(72) from Eq. (73) below 4500 K are almost within the uncertainty range estimated by Fink

andPetri (1997).

B. Stainless steel

The heat capacity of liquid stainless steel is not known experimentally. Here, the heat

capacity at constant pressure of type 316 stainless steel in liquid state is evaluated using the

thermodynamic relationships developed in our previous study (Morita and Fischer, 1998).

C. Sodium

Fink and Leibowitz (1996) calculated the heat capacity at constant pressure of liquid sodium

using the following thermodynamic relationship:

-i~lh.] , v- - P -' i ~r i g^

(dh,\ (dp\
where the liquid density p,, the partial derivatives \ —\ and — , and the volumetric

V"-' Aai \dl /Sat

thermal expansion coefficient C£p are calculated from their recommended equations.
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3.7. Code options and TPP functions

The analytic TPP model used for the calculation of liquid and vapor properties for a material

with the material number M is controlled by the input option, KPOPT(N, M) for thermal

conductivities and MUOPT(N, M) for viscosities, in the NAMELIST class, XTPP. Here N

refers to the sub-material number. If KPOPT(N, M) - 1 or MUOPT(N, M) = 1, the

properties of a material M with the sub-material number N are calculated using the simple

analytical functions. If KPOPT(N, M) = 2 or MUOPT(N, M) = 2, the properties are

calculated using the extended function model. Otherwise, the liquid properties are calculated

using the simple function model alone and the vapor properties are theoretically evaluated.

Sets of parameters used to calculate the thermophysical properties are specified by inputs in the

NAMELIST classes, XTPP and XEOS. The TPP functions prepared for SIMMER-III are

listed in Table 1. A complete set of parameters in the proposed TPP functions is presented in

Tables 2-5 for the basic reactor-core materials: uranium dioxide, mixed-oxide fuel, stainless

steel, and sodium. The TPP functions and parameters defined in the analytic TPP model are

described in the previous chapters.
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Chapter 4. Conclusions

The analytic TPP model was developed for the reactor safety analysis code SIMMER-III.

This model using the general function forms is designed to be flexible sufficiently to represent

correct behavior of material properties over wide temperature ranges. New formulation was

proposed to calculate the thermal conductivity and viscosity of liquid and vapor phases. The

equations for vapor and liquid have the consistency between liquid and vapor near the critical

point, and for vapor the properties depend on the two variables, density and temperature. The

analytical function set to calculate the thermophysical properties of the basic reactor-core

materials was completed based on the most up-to-date and reliable data sources as well as new

evaluations. Together with the previous studies on the thermodynamic properties and

equations of state, the analytic TPP model developed in this study can be utilized as a standard

basis for the fast reactor safety analysis.
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Appendix A. Consistent formulation for thermal conductivity and viscosity

A.I. Review of Hanley's model

The only established theory to calculate vapor transport properties is the kinetic theory for

low-density gases. It was used successfully by Hanley (1973) to calculate the viscosity and

thermal conductivity of dilute argon, krypton, and xenon. The major deficiency in this theory

is that it describes the properties dependent on temperature, but not on density, and is valid

only for dilute gases. This means that increases in the thermal conductivity and viscosity due

to the high density near the critical point are neglected. The increase, as compared to the dilute

gas value, amounts typically to a factor of three or four for the viscosity, and for the thermal

conductivity of nonmetal vapors. However, a drastic increase (~ two orders of magnitude)

occurs for metal vapors, because the dense vapors show clear 'metallic' properties (high

thermal and electrical conductivity) which are not present in dilute vapors. In analyses of

processes such as fuel-coolant interactions or steam explosions, the coolant such as sodium and

water may be predicted to reach temperature near the critical point. It is, therefore, necessary

that properties of the coolant show the correct behavior near the critical point, especially that the

vapor and liquid data are consistent at high densities. In this appendix, new formulation is

proposed to calculate the thermal conductivity and the viscosity for the coolant materials, which

can be used up to and beyond the critical temperature.

Hanley et al. (1974) included the density dependence in an evaluation of the viscosity and

thermal conductivity for some simple gases (noble gases, nitrogen, and oxygen). Their

approach is not based on a theoretical model. They used rather simple analytical functions,

and adjusted them to experimental data. First, they obtained the following empirical function

to represent experimental data:

for viscosity

g g ; ^ gg (Al)

for thermal conductivity

(A2)

where ^00Tg) and K0(Tg) are the dilute gas values at a given temperature, which can be

calculated by the kinetic theory for gases, and /^(Tg) and KD(Tg) are defined as first density

corrections. To improve the accuracy of the above correlations, they defined excess functions,

which are simply the difference between averaged experimental data and the approximations,

Eqs. (A2) and (Al). They also obtained equations for the excess functions, excluding the

critical region. It is known that the thermal conductivity increases in the critical region. This

critical point enhancement is calculated by a simple model, and is added to Eqs. (A2) and (Al)
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with the excess functions. At the critical point, this model gives the value

AK=LT2^-

with

2Y, (A3)

Y = 67T/IL
V W J

-1

(A4)

where L is a length parameter of the order of the hard-sphere diameter.

We estimate the magnitude of the critical point enhancement of the sodium thermal

conductivity using Eqs. (A3) and (A4). The following data from the recommendation by Fink

and Leibowitz (1996) are used for the purpose of this estimate:

J r ) = 4.689 X104 Pa,

fic =5.8XlO~5Pas,

pc = 219 kg m3, and

PT = 8.885 X Kr6Pa-' at 2500 K.

The length parameter L is taken from the Lennard-Jones parameter a used by Grosse (1965):

L = 3.46 A.

As the result, Eq. (A3) yields

AKC = 0.106 Wm-'K'1 .

This is small compared to the rather large metallic conductivity near the critical point, 5 W m"1

K"1 by Thurnay (1981), 5.16 W m"1 K"1 by Fink and Leibowitz (1982), and 1.8 Wm"1 K"1 by

Bystrov et al. (1990), although Fink and Leibowitz (1996) recommended 0.052 W m"1 K"1 in

their resent assessment, which was simply obtained from extrapolation of the thermal

conductivity evaluated by Vargaftik and Yargin (1985). It is noted, however, that the critical

point enhancement is not numerically small for water, but only in a small range around the

critical point.

A.2. Proposed model

We follow essentially the method of Hanley et al. (1974), but for simplicity neglect both

small excess functions and the critical point enhancement of the thermal conductivity. It is

proposed to use equations of the type (A2) and (Al) and a simple power function for /c, and //,
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below the critical temperature, and a constant value above. As the result, we obtain the

following equations for the gas side:

(A5)

(A6)
Pc

where KD and [iD refer to the thermal conductivity and the viscosity of dilute gas, respectively.

It is noted that Hanley et al. (1974) proposed a different function for K1 and /zp that is,

Ky, A ~ A + B(C-lnT*)\ (A7)

where A, B, and C are fitting parameters, and T* is the reduced temperature, T* = k^Tgje.

For this work, we prefer the simpler functions given in Eqs. (A5) and (A6), for several reasons.

First, though Eq. (A7) shows the correct behavior around the critical temperature, the

asymptotic behavior (for both low and high temperatures) is probably wrong; at least, it is not

established to be correct. Second, at temperatures significantly below critical, the density

dependence is unimportant, and it seems appropriate to require that the function K{ and ji{

should decrease to zero. Third, for the material of major interest, sodium vapor, no data exist

that would justify a 3-parameter approximation. The dilute gas values in Eqs. (A5) and (A6)

can be calculated by the kinetic theory for simple gases (see Section 2.2.3). For more

complex gases, e.g. for sodium vapor where a chemical reaction occurs, it is preferable to use

linear equations of the type

7CD= a,+a2Tv and (A8)

V?=bx+b2Tv (A9)

which can be fitted to experimental or theoretical data.

On the liquid side, a quadratic equation is used for the thermal conductivity

Ki=^iA+ai.2Ti+ai.3Ti\ (A10)

and the Andrade equation for the viscosity

(All)

Both equations usually represent experimental data quite well over a wide temperature range.

They have, however, the drawback that they have a finite slope at the critical point. It is,

therefore, suggested to replace them near the critical point by equations of the type
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K,=KC+ al5(Tc - Tf2 + aL6(Tc -Tf, alATt < T{ < TQ (A12)

(Tc ~T,)\ b,,Tc<Tt<Tc (A13)

Equations (AlO) and (All) should be used blow the temperatures a,AT and t>ltiTc,

respectively.

A3. Application to water

For the calculation of the water transport properties, we apply the data from the steam tables

(Haar et al., 1984). Equations (AlO) and (All) are fitted to the data of saturated water over

the whole liquid temperature range for the liquid thermal conductivity and viscosity,

respectively. The thermal conductivity at the critical temperature is evaluated as the average

value of the saturated liquid and vapor at 600 K because the steam tables have no. critical value

of thermal conductivity. For the viscosity at the critical temperature, we apply the value from

the steam tables. The parameters in Eqs. (A12) and (A13) are determined so as to satisfy the

continuity condition at 600 K. For the vapor phase, Eqs. (A8) and (A9) are fitted to the data

of saturated steam up to 375 K in the liquid temperature range. Using this temperature range,

the temperature- and density-dependent functions, Eqs. (A5) and (A6) better represent the data

on the saturation line if we use x = 1. As the result, we obtain the following expression:

for the thermal conductivity

K, = -0.280570 + 4.63990 x 10"37; - 5.57360 x lO"6^3,

7 i<600K, (A14)

K, = Kc +3.02036x 10"2(7; - T , ) m -1.60687x 10"6(7; -T,) 7 ,

600 K< T,< Tt, (A15)

KD = -5.51710 x 10"3 +8.11940 x 10"5T , (A16)

(All)
t

cPc

KC = 0.293100 Wm-'K"',

for the thermal conductivity

ji, = -5.8915xlO"6exp 1 4 8 7 ' 6 , 7;<600K, (A18)

/i, = /ic +4.75264 x 10"6(rc - Tf2 - 5.90333 x 10-'0(7; - T{)\

07
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600 K< T,< Tc, (A19)

/uD = 6.8707 x 10'7 + 3.0921 x 10"8^, (A20)

[ } ^ , and (A21)

fic = 3.89900 XlO"5 Pas ,

where K is inWra"1 K~l, JJ, is in Pa s, T is in K, and Tc = 647.126 K. The results are

shown in Fig. 4 for the thermal conductivity and in Fig. 5 for viscosity, compared with the data

from the steam tables.
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Appendix B. Nomenclature

cp, cv heat capacities at constant pressure , constant volume (J kg"1 K"1)
D;j binary diffusion coefficient for species / andy (m2 s"1)
Dim effective binary diffusivity for the diffusion of / in a mixture (m2 s"1)
e specific internal energy (J kg"1)
/D correction factor close to unity in Eq. (21)
kB Bol tzmann 's constant (J K"1)

N Avogadro ' s number
n number density of molecules in a mixture
p pressure (Pa)
Rm gas constant (J mol"1 K"1)
T temperature (K)
W molecular weight (kg mol"1)
x: mole fraction of a component / in the mixture

Greek letters

ccp volumetric thermal expansion coefficient (K"1)
fis adiabatic compressibility (Pa"1)
j3T isothermal compressibility (Pa"1)
£,y maximum attractive energy between two molecules (J)
eM fractional porosity of solid fuel
K thermal conductivity (Wrrf 1 K"1 or cal cm"' s"' K~')
fi viscosity (Pa s)
vs speed of sound (m s"1)
p density (kg m~3)
a surface tension (Nm"1)
oVj, <JM collision diameter (A)
•^D > Ac.m collision integral
v specific volume (m3 kg"1)

Subscripts

Crt, c
G, g
Gm
Liq
Lm, Lm
/
M
m
N
Sat
Sm
Vap

critical point
vapor mixture
material component m in vapor field
liquidus point

.' energy component m in liquid field
liquid
material number
melting point
sub-material number
saturation
energy component m in structure field
saturated vapor

Superscripts

D dilute vapor
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Table 1. TPP functions for SIMMER-III.

Functions

XAPPLM (M, N, T)

XCPLM (M, N, T)

XDIFG (Nl, Ml,PI , N2, M2,P2, T)

XKPSM (M, N, T, EPF)

XKPLM (M, N, T)

XKPGM (M, N, T, V)

XKPG(N,T,V1)V2,V3,V4)

XMULM (M, N, T)

XMUGM (M, N, T, V)

XMUG (N, T, VI, V2, V3, V4)

XSGML (M, N, T)

Arguments

Liquid heat capacity at constant pressure

Vapor heat capacity at constant pressure

Diffusion coefficient for binary system

Solid thermal conductivity

Liquid thermal conductivity

Vapor thermal conductivity

Thermal conductivity of vapor mixture

Liquid viscosity

Vapor viscosity

Viscosity of vapor mixture

Surface tension of liquid

EPF

M

Ml

M2

N

Nl

N2

PI

P2

T

V

VI

V2

V3

V4

Fractional porosity of solid fuel

Material number

Material number of component 1

Material number of component 2

Sub-material number

Sub-material number of component 1

Sub-material number of component 2

Partial pressure of vapor component 1 (Pa)

Partial pressure of vapor component 2 (Pa)

Temperature (K)

Specific volume (m3 kg"1)

Specific volume of vapor material component 1 (m3 kg"1)

Specific volume of vapor material component 2 (m3 kg"1)

Specific volume of vapor material component 3 (m3 kg"1)

Specific volume of vapor material component 4 (m3 kg"1)
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Table 2. TPP parameters for fuel (UO2).

(M=l, N=2)

(KP0PT(2, 1

AKPS1= 2.

AKPS4=-2.

AKPL1= 2.

AKPG1= 2.

AKPG4= 1.

TMAX = 6.

BMUL1= 9.

CSGL1= 1.

DCPL1= 1..

DCPL4=-9.

CPMAX= 1.

EPSM = 5.

)=1, MUOPT

02070E+00

60310E-03

50000E+00

74937E+02

28610E-05

OOOOOE+03

88000E-04

34800E+00

12590E-01

71270E-01

OOOOOE+04

69400E+03

(2,l)=0)

AKPS2= 4

AKPS5= 8.

AKPL2= 0.

AKPG2=-3.

AKPG5=-6.

BMUL2= 4,

CSGL2= 2,

DCPL2=-5.

DCPL5= 9.

68440E+03

93780E-07

O0000E+0O

19190E+05

79170E-10

62000E+03

77000E+00

35780E-01

60050E-01

AKPS3=-1.04430E+06

AKPL3= 0.0OO0OE+OO

AKPG3=-8.96730E-02

CSGL3= 2.56608E-02

DCPL3= 8.45640E-01

DCPL6=-4.42520E-01

SIGM = 4.03000E+00 NAT0M= 3

Table 3. TPP parameters for fuel (MOX).

( M = l , N = l )

( K P O P T ( 1 , 1 ) = 1 , M U O P T ( 1 , l ) = 0 )

AKPS1= 3.69720E+00

AKPS4=-2.29210E-03

AKPL1= 2.50000E+00

AKPG1= 2.74937E+02

AKPG4= 1.28610E-05

TMAX = 6.00000E+03

BMUL1= 9.88000E-04

CSGL1= 1.34800E+00

DCPL1= 1.12590E-01

DCPL4=-9.71270E-01

CPMAX= 1.00000E+04

EPSM = 5.69400E+03

AKPS2= 5.17160E+02

AKPS5= 7.17150E-07

AKPL2= 0.00000E+00

AKPG2=-3.19190E+05

AKPG5=-6.79170E-10

AKPS3= 8.35470E+03'

AKPL3 =

AKPG3=

0.00000E+00

-8.96730E-02

BMUL2=

CSGL2=

4.62000E+03

2.77000E+00

DCPL2=-5.35780E-01

DCPL5= 9.60050E-01

CSGL3=

DCPL3=

DCPL6=-

2.

8.

4.

64185E-02

45640E-01

42520E-01

SIGM = 4.03000E+00 NATOM= 3
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Table 4. TPP parameters for steel (type 316 stainless steel).

(M=2, N=l)

(KPOPT(1,2)=1, MUOPT(1,2)=0;

AKPS1= 9.73500E+00

AKPS4= 1.43400E-02

AKPL1= 1.09810E+01

AKPG1=-1.93570E+00

AKPG4= 8.71000E-08

TMAX = 6.00000E+03

BMUL1= 2.93000E-05

CSGL1= 1.7040E+00

DCPL1= 1.19300E-02

DCPL4= 1.94770E-01

CPMAX= 1.00000E+04

EPSM = 3.26400E+Q3

AKPS2= O.OOOOOE+00

AKPS5= O.OOOOOE+00

AKPL2= 3.21400E-03

AKPG2=-2.38340E+03

AKPG5=-7.10690E-12

BMUL2= 9.71500E+03

CSGL2= 1.47700E+00

DCPL2= 1.43520E-02

DCPL5=-1.94480E-01

AKPS3= 0.00000E+00

AKPL3= 0.00000E+00

AKPG3=-8.71460E-05

CSGL3= 6.32561E-02

DCPL3=-9.72070E-02

DCPL6= 7.20490E-02

SIGM = 2.41400E+00 NAT0M= 1

Table 5. TPP parameters for coolant (sodium).

(M=3, N=l)

(KPOPT(1,3)=2, MUOPT

AKPL1= 1.01350E+02

AKPL4= 7.98818E-01

AKPG1= 2.31640E-02

BMUL1= 6.75520E-05

BMUL4= 2.55308E-06

BMUG1= 1.23750E-05

KPCRT= 5.16000E+00

CSGL1= 2.40500E-01

DCPL1= 1.13560E-02

DCPL4=-1.52410E-02

CPMAX= 1.00000E+04

EPSM = 7.12000E+02

(1,3)=2)

AKPL2=-4

AKPL5= 4

AKPG2= 1

BMUL2= 9

BMUL5=-3

BMUG2= 4

MUCRT= 5

CSGL2= 1

DCPL2=-3

DCPL5= 2

.87840E-02

.50954E-01

.99610E-05

.23790E+02

.18826E-11

. 48280E-09

.80000E-05

.12600E+00

.29160E-02

.28360E-03

AKPL3= 4.24470E-06

AKPL6= 2.15988E-05

BMUL3= 7.98818E-01

NF = 1

CSGL3= 1.00382E-02

DCPL3= 3.38130E-02

DCPL6= 1.36020E-03

SIGM = 3.46000E+00
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